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Monique, Essence, and Simone are three sister friends enjoying life to the fullest. They each are faced with
challenges in their relationships that required them to be broken by default. Offering support, assistance and
guidance to one another helps them to prove that in life, one will realize that there is a role for everyone that
we meet. All relationships go through problems, but relationships built to last, find a way to work through it!
After six years of playing house, Monique discovers that her fiancée, Casey, has no intention of marrying
her. She receives positive DNA test results from Casey and some Portsmouth chick. “His ass better be glad
that he was currently out to sea at the moment. No wonder he didn’t want to marry me. He walking around
here going half on babies and shit. I just do not know why he felt the need to hide a whole baby from me? He
must have thought that I would never have found out.” Essence’s motto is that “you can’t raise a grown ass
man! It’s too many bitches out here trying to do just that. I mean they are cooking, cleaning, giving them
money and dressing them up for the next “ho” in Hampton Roads. These women are doing everything but
getting the dudes last name and claiming them on their taxes.” Essence is always down for anything but a
commitment until she sets her sights on the good Interim Pastor William Rountree. Will he be able to restore
the years of brokenness that she has had to face? Simone is Keyshawn’s baby’s momma and believes that
everyone wants a piece of Keyshawn with his trifling tail. “Look we all have been gone off the “D” at least
once in our lives, but Simone acts like that about every man that she meets. Good wood will surely make
some women lose their damn minds and act a pure fool. Keyshawn, knows that they are together and that she
is trained to go from zero to one hundred real quick. It’s not easy when it comes to matters of heart, and
anyone can be broken by default in the blink of an eye. “Until a person gets comfortable with being alone,
they will never know if they are choosing someone out of love or loneliness”-Mandy Hale
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From reader reviews:

Donna Wood:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading
practice give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge even the information
inside the book in which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of
guide you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with education books but if you want truly feel happy
read one having theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Typically the Broken By Default is kind
of book which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Phyllis Spencer:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
and so. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a book will give you a lot of new
details. When you read a publication you will get new information mainly because book is one of many ways
to share the information or even their idea. Second, examining a book will make anyone more imaginative.
When you examining a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring one to imagine the story how
the people do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to some others. When you read this
Broken By Default, you are able to tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your
knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a reserve.

Helen Albertson:

You can find this Broken By Default by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it can to be
your solve challenge if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
means of written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era
such as now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now,
choose your own ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Brandy Godwin:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got learners? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. So you
know that little person just like reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is
very important along with book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update concerning something by book.
Numerous books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is actually Broken By Default.
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